Live sequence charts (LSC) is a visual formalism that can be used to model reactive systems. In terms of LSC, a system model is a set of charts, each of which may be referred to as a multi-modal scenario. In this paper, we revisit the scenarios of the UML2-compliant dialect of LSC. We abstract from their concrete visual representation, and show how to capture multi-modal scenarios in a flexible, yet conservative, way. For this, we use the building blocks of Petri nets; i.e., places and transitions, extended with modalities and interpreted in accordance with the semantics of LSC. This results in what we refer to as LSC nets. LSC nets can express a variety of advanced constructs of LSC, as well as several semantic variations suggested in the literature, with just a few primitive notions. At the same time, the net corresponding to an LSC involves rather superficial, technical, changes in presentation. As a result, LSC nets form a rigorous basis to present, discuss, and investigate the language as a whole, or interesting fragments thereof.
LSC A presents a few basic constructs of LSC. In order to model more complicated behavior, advanced constructs have been included in the language (see [7] ). LSC B of Fig. 2a includes a construct for an unbounded loop, annotated loop*, inside which appears a construct for alternatives, annotated alt. LSC C , depicted in Fig. 2b , presents another construct, called 'consider'.
It is the multi-modal generalization of the construct originally included in UML2, as discussed in [7] (we defer the description of LSC B , LSC C , and their underlying constructs to Section 4). In the literature of LSC, e.g., [7, 8] , each construct like the ones in LSC A , LSC B , and LSC C , is treated as a new primitive concept. It is therefore accompanied by corresponding definitions that augment the syntax and the semantics of the language. Here we abstract from the concrete visual representation of LSC, and show how to capture multi-modal scenarios in a high level of generality with just a few primitive notions. The idea is to incorporate the building blocks of Petri nets [14, 13, 15] into scenarios, and adapt them to the LSC setting. This results in a flexible net-based representation of the language, which we refer to in the following as LSC nets. It generalizes advanced constructs and semantic variations of LSC in a way that admits natural, direct, translations.
The paper is structured as following. A preliminary abstraction of multi-modal scenarios in the form of modal state structures [6] is briefly discussed in Section 2. We reach our main contribution in Section 3, in which LSC nets are introduced. In Section 4 we present translations of UML2-compliant LSCs into net form. The expressive power of LSC nets and their succinctness are explored in Section 5. Concluding remarks are included in Section 6.
Modal state structures
The semantics of an LSC may be presented via a translation into a Büchi automaton, as done in [11, 7] . As an intermediate step, a process of 'unwinding' the chart results in a structure that is essentially a transition system with modalities.
This transition system, called a modal state structure (MSS) [6] , captures the multi-modal scenario encoded in the chart. It is used here as a preliminary abstraction of scenarios. In contrast to LSC nets, which are presented in Section 3, this is a crude abstraction, which does not preserve the structure of the chart and may involve an exponential blowup. Nevertheless, it does capture the essential features of multi-modal scenarios. In the following we give a brief account of MSS. We later use MSSs in order to present the semantics of LSC nets in a rather clean way, to discuss their expressive power, and, in general, to expose their underlying concepts. A more elaborate account of MSS appears in [6] . Fig. 1b depicts MSS A , which captures the scenario in LSC A of Fig. 1a . We regard the sending and the receiving of each message (drawn as a horizontal arrow in LSC A ) as a single event. Such an event is regarded as containing the information about its source and target, so that this information is not lost in MSS A . Events appear as labels on the transitions of MSS A . Each of the states of MSS A corresponds to a point in the progress, from top to bottom, along the vertical lifelines of LSC A ; its initial state is drawn with a black triangle. The temperature of a state, cold or hot, indicates whether the state of the scenario is considered stable or not. Cold states, which are drawn in blue and marked with the letter 'C', are stable, while hot ones in red are not -the latter carrying a commitment to arrive sometime later at a cold state. We hereby interpret LSC A in the immediate sense of [6] . This is a restrictive interpretation, where, roughly, any event appearing 'out of order' causes a violation of the scenario. Other, more permissive interpretations, are also available, and are easily represented both in MSS and in LSC nets; see Section 4.
Syntax and semantics of MSS

Definition 1.
A modal state structure (MSS), M, is defined as a tuple M = ⟨Σ, S, s 0 , →, C ⟩ where the following hold.
1. ⟨Σ, S, s 0 , →⟩ is a finite labeled transition system (LTS); i.e., Σ is a finite alphabet of events, S is a finite set of states, s 0 ∈ S is the initial state, and → ⊆ S × Σ × S is a labeled transition relation. 2. C ⊆ S are designated as cold states. All other states, namely, H := S \ C , are hot. MSSs resemble Büchi automata on infinite words [16] . A Büchi automaton has two kinds of states: accepting and nonaccepting. A run of the automaton on an infinite word is accepting iff accepting states are visited infinitely often. The difference between MSS and Büchi automata lies in the semantics of disabled events. In MSS, if a disabled event occurs in state s, it yields the acceptance or the rejection of the run depending on the temperature of s. In Büchi automata, in contrast, disabled events are always rejected, in both accepting and non-accepting states. That kind of duality of hot and cold states lies at the heart of multi-modal scenarios of LSC.
One way to formally express the intended semantics of MSS is to translate M it into an equivalent Büchi automaton, denoted B M . The rules of the translation are illustrated in Fig. 3 and are given by: Definition 2. The Büchi automaton that corresponds to M is defined by B M ⟨Σ, S, s 0 , ∆, F ⟩, where Σ is the alphabet of B M , S := S∪{⊤} are its states, and s 0 is the initial state. F := C ∪ {⊤} is the set of accepting states of B M , and its transition relation ∆ is given by ∆ := → ∪ { ⟨s, e, ⊤⟩ : s ∈ C , e ∈ V(s) } ∪ { ⟨⊤, e, ⊤⟩ : e ∈ Σ }. 
Expressive power of MSS
Given a Büchi automaton B over alphabet Σ, we can easily translate it into an equivalent MSS M B over Σ (see [6] ). We therefore obtain the following. The basic interpretation suggested above for an MSS M -that is, the language L(M) -is a collection of those chains of events that comply with the scenario from their beginning. This language corresponds directly to the initial semantics of M (cf. [3, 12] ). As in the case of LSCs, it may be used in order to define other semantics for M, such as a universal semantics (invariance) and an existential semantics (a positive example); see, e.g., [6] .
LSC nets
In MSS, one needs to specify the transitions of each state separately. In many situations, however, taking a single transition should cause only a partial change in the required behavior. Consider for instance LSC A of Fig. 1a after d occurs. There are two events that must take place, e and f. After e occurs, f is still required to occur. The required behavior changed, but only partially. In MSS this needs to be specified in each state separately; see Fig. 1b . The independence of states in MSS yields additional expressive power, as we have seen, but results in a fundamental change to the structure of scenarios and their succinctness.
In classical Petri nets [14, 13, 15] transitions cause only partial, local, change in the global state. This principle traditionally suggests interpretations intended to capture such notions as concurrency and distribution. In the following we exploit the power of nets to represent multi-modal scenarios. This results in an expressive framework of LSC nets. With a small number of primitive notions, LSC nets allow one to encode general patterns of behavior in a form that is much closer to LSC.
Petri nets. We now present a brief introduction to Petri nets (more specifically, to place/transition nets), presenting basic terminology that is later used in our definition of LSC nets. For a more elaborate account of Petri nets, the interested reader is referred to, e.g., [14, 13] .
Place/transition nets (P/T-nets, or PTN) are an abstract model for the flow of control and information in systems, particularly distributed and concurrent systems. A P/T-net C is a directed bipartite graph, with nodes partitioned into a set of places P and a set of transitions T . Places are drawn as circles and transitions as bars, with arcs connecting them (see Fig. 1c ). The global state of the net is given by a marking, a function µ that assigns each place p ∈ P a nonnegative number of tokens, µ(p) ∈ ω. The set of all markings is denoted ω P = {µ : P → ω}. The P/T-nets that we consider are marked;
i.e., C is also given an initial marking drawn by assigning tokens to places. More formally, a P/T-net C is defined as a tuple
where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions (P ∩ T = ∅), and
Let C = ⟨P, T , F , µ 0 ⟩ be a P/T-net. For each transition t ∈ T , we denote by
• t {p ∈ P : ⟨p, t⟩ ∈ F } its preset of places, and by t
• {p ∈ P : ⟨t, p⟩ ∈ F } its postset of places. Similarly for places p ∈ P,
• p {t ∈ T : ⟨t, p⟩ ∈ F } and p
• {t ∈ T : ⟨p, t⟩ ∈ F }. Given a particular marking µ ∈ ω P , a transition t ∈ T is enabled in µ if each place in its preset has a token. If t is enabled, it may fire, which results in a new marking obtained by removing a token from each preset place, and adding a token to each postset place. More formally, we say that t is enabled in µ, denoted µ[t⟩, whenever for each p ∈ • t, µ(p) ≥ 1. When this holds, define µ [t] ∈ ω P , the result of firing t in µ, by
For all µ, µ ′ ∈ ω P and t ∈ T , we denote µ[t⟩µ ′ whenever µ[t⟩ and µ
. 
Syntax and semantics of LSC nets
In order to obtain a net-based representation of multi-modal scenarios we now extend Petri nets with temperature. In analogy to MSS, each marking will be cold (stable) or hot (unstable). This can be done in a number of ways. First, we may consider various variants of Petri nets -with or without arc weights, capacity constraints on places, inhibitor arcs (zerotesting), etc. Guided by a desire for simplicity we present LSC nets based on basic P/T-nets. Second, the temperature of markings may be obtained by attaching the hot/cold modality to places, to transitions, or to both (similarly to defining the temperature of cuts in LSCs, cf. [8] ). In order to adhere to the UML2-compliant variant of the LSC language [7] , we attach temperature modality to transitions, and label transitions with events. Into this setting we can define notions related to temperature, such as hot and cold violations. 
Definition 3.
An LSC net N is defined as a tuple N = ⟨Σ, P, T , F , l, C , µ 0 ⟩, where the following hold.
Σ is a finite alphabet of events, and l : T → Σ is a transition-labeling function. 3. C ⊆ T is the set of cold transitions. All other transitions, namely, those in H := T \ C , are hot.
Let N = ⟨Σ, P, T , F , l, C , µ 0 ⟩ be an LSC net. From the underlying P/T-net of N , namely ⟨P, T , F , µ 0 ⟩, notions such as markings and enabled transitions are already defined. N , however, represents a multi-modal scenario in a way quite similar to an MSS, which is emphasized here by choosing similar phrases (cf. Section 2.1). The semantics is presented formally later, through a translation of an LSC net into a corresponding MSS. The language of N , denoted L(N ), is the set of α ∈ Σ ω that are accepted by N (i.e., those that comply with N ). α is accepted by N if there is an accepting run of N on α, as follows.
A marking is hot whenever it contains an enabled hot transition, otherwise it is cold. A cold marking is stable, whereas a hot marking is not. In each marking there is a set of enabled events -the labels of enabled transitions -while all other events are considered violating. An accepting run of N on α begins with the initial marking. At each step i ∈ ω, residing in some marking µ i , an event α i occurs. If α i is enabled in µ i , a corresponding transition is fired (see details below), which leads to a new marking µ i+1 . If, however, α i is violating, a violation occurs. Such a violation is hot or cold according to the temperature of µ i . A hot violation is regarded as illegal, since a hot marking is unstable and carries a commitment to eventually reach a cold marking, yielding a rejection of the run. Put differently, there are no hot violations in accepting runs. On the other hand, a cold violation, also called a completion, yields the acceptance of the run regardless of future events. If no violation occurs during the run, it is accepting iff every hot marking is followed by a cold one; i.e., cold markings occur infinitely often.
Consider an event e enabled in a marking µ at some step during the run, such that there is more than one enabled transition labeled e (see, e.g., the net in Fig. 4 , which has two enabled transitions labeled b). There are several possibilities as to which transition, or transitions, should fire if e occurs. Given an LSC specification, a system event may correspond to events enabled in several, distinct, scenarios. Similarly within a single scenario, when considering advanced constructs like consider and par, a system event can be recognized simultaneously in more than one place. Our objective is to faithfully represent multi-modal scenarios in net form, so the semantics of LSC nets must reflect this phenomenon. This is achieved through a unification principle, according to which the firings of several enabled transitions are identified as a single firing. For instance, in Fig. 4 , if b occurs two transitions labeled b fire, as both are enabled. It is a fundamental difference from ordinary Petri net semantics, reflecting the declarative nature of multi-modal scenarios. Generally, when an enabled event e occurs, a maximal non-conflicting set of enabled transitions labeled e is fired. Accordingly, in the following we define the enabling of a set of transitions and its firing. We interpret 'non-conflicting' in a structural, static, sense. Another possibility is to consider a generally more inclusive, dynamic, interpretation (depending upon the current marking). On net-based representations of LSCs (see Section 4) both interpretations are equivalent, so we choose the one that seems simpler. Definition 4. Given a marking µ ∈ ω P and U ⊆ T a set of transitions, 1. U is µ-established whenever it is a nonempty set of enabled non-conflicting transitions that are labeled by the same event. That is, U ̸ = ∅, for each t ∈ U holds µ[t⟩, and for all t 1 ̸ = t 2 ∈ U, ∈ ω P , the result of firing U in µ, by
This is equivalent to a sequence of firings of the transitions in U in an arbitrary order.
3. For all µ, µ
We define the semantics of N by translating it into a corresponding MSS, denoted M N . The alphabet of M N is the set of events Σ, its states are the set of markings ω P , and µ 0 is its initial state. The temperature of a state is taken to be its temperature as a marking. Given markings µ, µ Under this modification, generalized MSSs may be viewed as a generic model -not so much as a concrete language -since an MSS with an infinite number of states does not come endowed with a finite representation. Particularly, the prescribed translation of an LSC net N into M N is not effective. Nevertheless, generalized MSSs can be used to define the semantics of LSC nets, whereas the latter have finite representations. In Section 5 we discuss an effective translation of bounded nets into MSSs.
Definition 5. The (generalized) MSS that corresponds to N is defined by
M N ⟨Σ, ω P , µ 0 , →,  C ⟩, where  C := { µ ∈ ω P : t ∈ H s.t. µ[
t⟩ } is the set of cold markings, and the transition relation is given by
Because N is essentially a form of an MSS, any available interpretation of MSSs, such as universal and existential semantics, is also defined for N .
Translating LSCs into LSC nets
Constructs sync and par. LSC nets are a powerful means to capture multi-modal scenarios. We have already seen how the scenario of LSC A , depicted in Fig. 1a , can be described using the equivalent Net A in Fig. 1c . LSC A involves the constructs par [2] and sync [8] whose sole purpose is to adjust the partial ordering of events in the chart.
Constructs alt and loop. LSC B of Fig. 2a involves more advanced constructs. It prescribes that if and when g occurs, the rest of the scenario is preformed in a loop: h must take place, after which if i occurs then either j or k, which appear inside the construct alt, must take place. Construct alt [7, 8, 2] prescribes a nondeterministic alternative. Construct loop* [7, 8] is an unbounded loop, which may be escaped through cold violations (i.e., completions). These patterns of behavior can be easily captured with LSC nets. The equivalent of LSC B in terms of nets is Net B , which appears in Fig. 5a .
LSC also admits a construct for bounded loops [7, 8] . Assume that the loop in LSC B is turned into one that is repeated at most 3 times (in that case the construct would be annotated loop 3). Such a scenario can be described as an LSC net, Net B ′ of Fig. 5b . In contrast to an unbounded loop, a bounded one may be followed by events that come into play if and when the scenario continues. In order to capture this concisely as an LSC net, we slightly generalize the definition of nets to include weighted arcs (cf. [14] ), which carry more than one token. This straightforward generalization is aimed to allow the last arc of LSC B ′ which consumes 3 tokens; it is included in order to illustrate the translation in the presence of events following the bounded loop.
Multi-modal consider construct. Another construct of LSC, termed consider, appears in LSC C of Fig. 2b . The construct is introduced into multi-modal scenarios in [7] . It is comprised of a main operand, containing a fragment of a scenario, and several other, secondary, operands that are drawn below it. Secondary operands, which are either hot or cold, are to be considered concurrently to the main operand. When a secondary operand is completed, it results in a violation of the chart, which is either hot or cold depending on the temperature of the operand. In LSC C , the consider construct is enabled if and when event m occurs. It first says that if event n occurs then p must take place. During that fragment of a scenario event q may occur, in which case a cold violation of LSC C occurs (as the operand is cold), resulting in a successful completion of the chart. Moreover, r may occur, but it cannot be followed by s, for that would cause a hot, illegal, violation (since this operand is hot). Event t must occur if and when the main operand is completed without violations. This pattern of behavior may be captured in the equivalent Net C depicted in Fig. 6a (bidirectional arrows stand for two arcs, one in each direction). In Net C , each of the three operands is drawn in parallel, but their transitions synchronize on a common place. Maximal events in each operand consume the token from that common place so that the transitions of the consider operator become disabled. The symbol ⊥ in Fig. 6a denotes a dummy event that never occurs, so that if the transition labeled s fires the run is rejected (instead of using a dummy event we can equivalently transform its underlying transition into a self-loop and label it by any other event). This translation is valid due to the fact that in LSC C the events in the operands are disjoint (and in each operand there are no identical events in parallel), so unification cannot occur. In general one needs several common places for synchronization.
Restricted events, and the constructs consider and ignore. An LSC may be interpreted in several ways with respect to its set of restricted events; i.e., events that cause a violation if they occur 'out of order' (see [6] ). Several particular interpretations of LSC have been suggested with respect to this set of restricted events [11, 8, 2] . When all events are restricted we call the chart immediate, and if no events are restricted, so that there are no violations, the chart is tolerant, or weak. If, however, the restricted events are exactly those appearing in the chart, the chart is called strict. The constructs consider and ignore can be used to adjust the set of restricted events (see [7] ).
All these semantic variants can be easily represented with LSC nets. Net A of Fig. 1c corresponds to the immediate interpretation of LSC A . Note that MSS A of Fig. 1b is the translation of Net A into MSS (removing unreachable markings). A net-based representation of the strict interpretation of LSC A appears in Fig. 6b (where M := {a, b, . . . , f}) . Its translation into MSS may be obtained from MSS A by adding to all states self-transitions labeled Σ \ M. A tolerant interpretation, as well as an interpretation set up to correspond to any set of restricted events, may also be represented as an LSC net. As in Fig. 6b , one adds a self-loop consisting of an additional place and additional cold transitions labeled with the events that are not restricted. The unification principle of LSC nets ensures the adequacy of the translation. We have illustrated the translation of LSCs and several of their constructs into LSC nets. A formal algorithm giving the full translation is outside the scope of this paper, mainly due to the fact that the nontrivial parts involve advanced constructs that have not yet been given formal semantics in the context of the UML2-compliant dialect of LSC [7] .
On the expressive power and succinctness of LSC nets
The reachable markings of a P/T-net C are those that may be reached by a finite sequence of transition firings, starting from the initial marking. C is bounded if it has only a finite number of reachable markings. Boundedness may be decided effectively by constructing a finite reachability tree [13] . Now consider an LSC net N . Any firing of an enabled set of transitions in N is a sequence of firings of individual transitions, so that any reachable marking as an LSC net, with the unification principle, is reachable in the traditional sense. Therefore, if N is bounded in the traditional sense, it also has a finite number of reachable markings as an LSC net. Such a net may be translated effectively into an MSS with only a finite number of states, by considering only reachable markings.
Given an MSS M over alphabet Σ, with a finite number of states, we can easily translate it into an LSC net over Σ, which will be denoted N M . For example, MSS D of Fig. 7a is translated into Net D of Fig. 7b . We turn states into places, and labeled transitions of M into labeled transitions of N M , each of which has a single preset place and a single postset place. The temperature of a transition is chosen according to the temperature of its source state in M. For a dead-end hot state of M (see Fig. 7a ), we add to the corresponding place in N M a hot transition in a self-loop (labeled with an arbitrary event), so that a run reaching that point is rejected. The initial marking has one token put in the place corresponding to the initial state of M. The nets we obtain from this translation are bounded in the traditional sense. In fact, any reachable marking has exactly one token. From this we obtain the following: Although bounded LSC nets are not more expressive than MSSs, they are exponentially more succinct. This can be proved by the sequence of nets {Net E n } ∞ n=1 . The element Net E n is shown in Fig. 8a ; it is defined over the alphabet Σ n = {a 1 , . . . , a n , b} of events. The language of Net E n is L(Net E n ) = P n · Σ ω n , where P n is the set of all permutations of the events a 1 , . . . , a n . It is not difficult to prove that in any Büchi automaton accepting L(Net E n ) there are at least 2 n states. For any subset A ⊆ {a 1 , . . . , a n }, consider some permutation π A ∈ P n beginning with the events in A, and take an accepting run ρ A of the automaton on the word π A b ω ∈ L(Net E n ). Denote the state of ρ A after reading the events in A by s A . It follows that for any A 1 ̸ = A 2 ⊆ {a 1 , . . . , a n }, we must have s A 1 ̸ = s A 2 , because otherwise we would have had an accepting run on a word not in L(Net E n ) as following. Assume w.l.o.g that a i ∈ A 1 \ A 2 . Start advancing according to ρ A 2 , and, after the events in A 2 (while reaching s A 2 = s A 1 ) continue according to ρ A 1 . As a result we get an accepting run on a word not containing a i . Because an MSS can be translated into a Büchi automaton having one additional state, we obtain the following.
Proposition 3. Bounded LSC nets are exponentially more succinct than MSSs.
Many important nets are bounded; e.g., condition/event systems [14] , as well as all the LSC nets appearing in the examples throughout the paper (with the exception of Fig. 8b ). As for the expressive power of general LSC nets, consider Net F of Fig. 8b .
It is an unbounded net, allowing tokens to accumulate at the intermediate place. Denote its language by L := L(Net F ). For any j ∈ ω, the word a Two previous pieces of work discuss transformations of LSC specifications into (coloured) Petri nets [1, 10] . Although the subject resembles that of the present paper, there are significant differences. First, both [1] and [10] consider LSC specifications in the dialect of [8] , according to which an LSC is partitioned into a prechart and a main chart. Second, the form of the corresponding net, which aims to capture the configurations in which an LSC specification may reside during the progress of an execution, is generally very different from the original specification. Third, the semantics underlying LSC specifications is not preserved by those transformations. Specifically, the distinction between prechart events (which only need to be monitored) and main chart events (that need to be executed) is not expressed in the corresponding net. Moreover, as far as we see, the net does not adequately capture completions of charts due to cold violations.
Conclusion
LSC nets extend the dynamics of multi-modal scenarios, specifically those of the UML2-compliant variant of LSC [7] , in a fundamental way. This is called for by some of the advanced constructs of LSC, which address the need to break the partial order structure of the chart to be able to encode more complicated behavior. The result is a flexible representation of scenarios.
As presented in Section 4, LSC nets can express UML2-compliant LSCs that include a variety of advanced constructs. The original LSCs are more structured, allowing the nesting of various constructs, each of which incorporates a certain pattern of behavior. However, such LSCs involve quite a few primitive notions, and each of them needs to be assigned syntax and semantics, so that they become conceptually and technically more complicated. The corresponding nets replace LSC's advanced constructs with enriched dynamics that characterizes their behavior in net form.
This comes at a price, since nets, in general, can become rather complicated. However, according to the scenario-based approach to system modeling, different concerns are separated into distinct scenarios, so that each scenario alone is typically not very complex. Moreover, the two approaches can be combined. LSC nets can be introduced as a formal framework for multi-modal scenarios, within which concrete visual syntax, advanced constructs, and semantic variations can be defined as abbreviations. The abstraction level of nets seems a natural way to discuss and investigate these notions.
Due to the notorious trade-off between expressive power and efficient algorithms, the full scope of LSC nets as presented thus far may be more than one would want for some applications. We saw that unbounded nets offer additional expressive power, so it may be beneficial to consider only bounded LSC nets, and stay in the realm of ω-regular languages. One way to limit the formalism in that spirit is to introduce a capacity constraint for places, requiring that each place holds no more than k tokens (cf. [14] ). This adjustment yields nets with a finite number of markings, which still capture the full scope of the advanced constructs considered in this paper.
